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Deriving

brand
positions

using publicly
available
information

In an astonishing beautiful article, in the Journal
of Retailing, from 2009 Aggarwal et al report that
WWW could be used as a source of information
deriving brand positions. The key is to retrieve
brand associations using efficient semantic
search-algorithms. In other words, the key for
future perceptional mapping is to find publicly
available information, count it and compare with
competitors.
This new technique will enable marketers to
follow the brand image more continuously, in a
more cost efficient manner compared to traditional
approaches, using larger data sets and incorporating
more meaningful data.
If you are in a customer intensive business or/
and have engaged audience with respect to your
offerings you could be using the internet as your
primary channel for positioning analysis.
See how it’s done on the next page
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Decide how you want to analyze your brand position against competing brands

OPTION 1: Generate brand descriptors, positioning
statements, using publicly available information on your
brand and your competitors

OPTION 2: Use a conceptual framework such
as Aakers brand personality scale in order to tap
personality traits

Translate the positioning
statements into derived
semantic meaning
E.g., translating positioning
statements into brand personality
traits such as honest, easy, caring,
sincere, friendly, exciting, young,
reliable, intelligent, technical,
feminine, smooth, rugged etc.

Determine the sample space
In order to assess our sample space we need to determine the
page hit for each brand filtering on category under study

Get a page hit for each brand under study

Generate a raw count of associations toward each brand using option 1 or 2 proposed under the first step
By filtering on brand and descriptor we end up with ranking, frequency of count in percentage terms, on each attribute

Calculate positioning scores

Derive a positioning score by
dividing the average distance
by the range

Rank the brands according
to the raw score

Produces a 100 point stretch which enables us to view
inter-brand distances using a uniform scale

Norm the positioning scores by
subtracting the average range
from the positioning score
Enables us to stretch and compress the scale for a given
attribute without altering the inter-brand distances

Calculate a brand differentiation score
Compare the absolute distance in terms of positioning score and trait with the nearest competitor
– this distance is your unique differentiation score. If the distance is zero then the positioning is non-unique.

Draw the perceptual map

Use a spider chart in order to produce a heat map on the
similarities and dissimilarities on each trait under study using
the brand differentiation score.

Autotomize search routines and algorithms in order to assess brand position in "real time aka dynamic terms"

Real time positioning schemes can be
produced continuously and thereby
speed to action increases dramatically
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